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I was trying to sell my house in Livermore

• Lots of paperwork and formal interaction with government
  – The whole history of the property and structures
  – All of the permitted activities performed
  – All of the tax history
  – Untold different versions of paperwork over 50+ years

• Come a week before closing...
  – The square footage of the house came into dispute
    • Taxes are based on square footage and sale value
    • The buyer thought we were lying about the square footage
  – They backed it up with the public records at the city
  – They wanted to pay less or not close the deal

• Note the form of the public records
The disputed garage addition

- $8 \times 37 = 296$ additional sq. ft.
- $\not= 288$ sq. ft.

Sequences of writing over time make up the record
The nature of such records

- Diplomatic analysis of such records is fairly interesting (to me)
  - Sequences of markings and annotations are made over time
  - Each of a set of different parties must make annotations
  - Requests, signatories, various parties, approvals, etc.
  - Redundancy within the records (e.g., sq. ft. and dimensions)
  - Seals and stamps (e.g., permit number when issued stamped)
- This record is part of the fonds of the public records
  - The fonds of the various parties include many other records
  - Similar records have similar appearances and markings
  - Signatures of the same party can be compared
  - The permit number and date are sequential (missing/added?)
  - Presumed reliable and accurate for legal purposes
Partners broke up their investment firm

- After the firm broke up, each went their separate ways
  - Partner 1 retained ownership of their domain name
  - Partner 1 started a new investment firm using that domain
  - Partner 2 went a different direction

- A few years later, Partner 2 was unhappy
  - Decided to sue Partner 1 for whatever set of reasons
  - In seeking evidence, Partner 2 found something
    - Evidence that Partner 1 was already starting the new firm before the old firm broke up!
    - This would prove Partner 1 did not fulfill fiduciary responsibilities
      - Loyalty to the partnership
      - And perhaps that Partner 1 used Partner 2 for unlawful gain
        - A fraud of one form or another
The traces

- Looks bad for Partner 1
  - Two companies
    - Resolution Capital
    - Advanced Portfolio Management
  - They appear together at the same time on the same Web site
  - The date identified for this depiction was before the partnership broke up
- The source of the data: Archive.Org
  - The Internet Archive
  - Their "Wayback Machine"
  - Often used by LE and others for a historical view of what was on the Web over time
The nature of such traces

- Diplomatic analysis of such traces is not yet clear
  - Provenance is not clear and not provided
  - It is not kept with data related to the fonds
  - It is presented as a composition without obvious markings
  - Seals, signatures, underlying process, are not well defined
  - The process by which the fonds come to be changes
    - Without notice, without records of the change, etc.

- This depiction is the result of a private collection projected
  - No transparency as to process $\rightarrow$ Cannot tell how it work(ed/s)
  - Projected depiction is different in different browsers / screens
  - Depiction changes with browser settings and other things
  - Depiction may change over time based on underlying operations
You can read the paper...

• I summarize briefly
  – Forensic science
    • Well developed over a long time and still dramatically changing
    • But it does allow examination of physical records
    • Especially good from archives and public records
  – Digital forensics
    • Very new, very limited, and dramatically changing
    • It allows various sorts of examination of digital traces
    • Lacks formal diplomatic analysis and consistent everything
    • Especially bad for authenticity and reliability of records
  – The rest of the paper
    • A fascinating tale of deception and love, …
    • Not really - so I'll just get to the interesting part
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    - Here are some examples...
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Some (other) things that go (went) wrong

- **Docusign**
  - A service for doing signatures of documents over the Internet
  - A minor problem in that what you sign != what they get
    - Same deal - I got a document with the wrong box checked
      - Not a trivial check mark - something about liability and ownership
    - I called the realtor - resend?
      - The realtor checked the document to be signed
      - The document she saw had the other check box checked!
    - She said - sign it, she will verify the result before sending it on
      - The document I 'signed' was not the document that resulted
      - The end result was actually right (but not what I signed)

- **All sorts of "cheat and fix" things**
  - Nearly every digital act ended up with a cheat and fix like that
  - Thankfully, the final actual documents are still on paper

- Physical signatures attested by human on site
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Case 1 - An apparent inconsistency

- Building inspector produces 1986.22 sq. ft. analysis based on limited public record search and measurements.

- It appears that the reality and the theory don't fully align!

  - Missing ~19.2' x 15' = 288 sq. ft. section

Google Earth View of the property
The tax records from the county show the addition of 288 sq.ft. as of 10-84 - the tax records agree with the permit records and not the building inspector. Tax is based on tax records.
Some calculations and redundant records

- What is going on?
  - In 1984, two things happened
    - A garage remodel
    - An addition on the rear of home
  - An 8'x37' addition (8*37 = 296 sq. ft.)
  - Garage ~19.2' x 15' = 288 sq. ft.
- Net house size is about 'living space'
  - The nature of the garage changed
  - No longer a garage - laundry room / bedroom
  - The rear addition was pre-calculated into the pre +288 size
- Note the redundant records and how things match up
  - Redundant authentic records are how these disputes are settled
Case 2 - Resolution

- Different areas of the screen fused from different times led to the inaccurate depiction on the WayBack Machine. It never existed on the real Web site as depicted in WayBack.
The WayBack Machine...

- At the time at issue...
  - Example from the WayBack Machine
  - Shows graphics from different dates combined as depictions that can not reflect reality at any given time.
  - This particular example will not work today!
  - We need to apply the technology of the day.
  - Which is no longer available!!
- Timely reconstruction was necessary to resolution!

The proof:
- Turn off Javascript
- Go to the wayback machine (www.archive.org)
- Search for http://all.net/
- Click on the first entry – the one from 1997

You will see this “.gif” file on part of the screen...

The US was attacked on 9/11/2001 by radical islamist terrorists. There were no weapons of mass destruction found in Iraq. GW Bush was re-elected. Al Gore won a Nobel prize and an oscar for global warming work. Put the details of your case here for proof to the judge and jury.

Either I am a time traveller
OR I am the best guesser of all time.
OR the Wayback machine is not always a reliable tool for digital forensics.

And I can prove it in court.

For more details, go to http://all.net and get in touch with me.

FC
A major problem with Case 2

- If I hadn't reconstructed at that time...
  - The reconstruction would not have worked
  - The depicted trace would have not been demonstrably false
  - The case may have been resolved differently
    - It certainly would have cost a lot more for all parties

- The WayBack machine is one of the better unreliable sources
  - Still unreliable from a standpoint of what may get depicted
  - But at least there are date and time stamps of collection
    - Even though they show the same "gif" it may also change
    - We did a demonstration with the naval observatory clock...
  - Not as transparent as public archives
    - But more so than most Internet sites
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There are way too many problems with this...

- Unknown mechanisms (lack of transparency)
- Performing unknown or incorrectly documented acts (collection)
- Producing false depictions / for legal signature & use
- Depicted using a wide range of mechanisms (viewers / browsers)
- Saved by some of those entities (repositories of all sorts)
- Without documented or controlled fonds or markings
- Without apparent redundancy / separation of duties / etc.
- Presented as evidence in legal settings
- Without adequate (or much of any) provenance
- Lacking reliability or authenticity and stored in unreliable systems
- And they look really good and seem compelling!
What do we do about it?

• Assume tasks are performed by qualified individual(s)
  – And make sure to produce enough of them and require their use
• Track who did what when at a detailed level and retain as records
• Documentary forms should be identified, defined, kept, and used
  – Including all relevant forms used and likely to be used
    • In imitative copy form that can be reliably viewed locally as identical to the original, entirely contained in the stored form
• Things to retain:
  – URLs, sources for Web pages or other content retrieved
    • Stored in an imitative copy form as for documentary forms above
  – Copies of whatever is collected in computer-usable form
    • In addition to the imitative copy, actual content
What to do about it

• Things to retain:
  – Fonds details including all relevant versions and documentation
  – Elements of the archival bond
    • Storage formats like YYYY-MM-DD-vvv …
    • Metadata files stored locally and independently in catalog
    • Following existing standards (COP table)
  – Test procedures, results, tools, calibration, etc.
  – Transparency information and relevant personnel records, etc.
  – Supporting documents for names protocols (e.g., RFC791, etc.)
  – … (other things listed in the paper)

• Lacking existing consensus, apply the same criteria used for the inherent presumed trustworthiness of public records
  – ARM is a field unto itself and should be studied by forensics folk
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Thank You

http://all.net/ - fc at all.net